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SnapSign Marking System
TM

Long-life warning and numbering
signs install in a snap on nearly any
kind of line, including hot lines

SnapSign Clips

SnapSign Clamps

SnapSignTM warning and numbering signs are highly legible,
extremely durable, and quick to install or move from line to line.
Using a hot stick with the appropriate installation tool allows
SnapSigns to be installed directly on hot lines, as well as static
lines and bundled lines. The SnapSign Marking System is widely
used throughout the world to mark fiber optic lines, dangerous
hot lines, common neutral lines, or any other line that needs
identification.

SnapSign Marking Signs

The signs used in the SnapSign Marking System are designed
for many years of service. They are screen printed on both sides
of a polyester coated aluminum sheet and finished with transparent protective varnish after printing. Rounded corners avoid
potential damage from sharp edges.

SnapSign Clips

SnapSign Clips are made with a stainless steel spring
clip for secure attachment to cables or bundles up to
1.75" (45mm). Clips for smaller lines from 0.08–0.4"
(2–10mm) are available by special order. SnapSign
Clips can be installed or removed from the ground
without cutting power using the SnapSign Clip Installation Tool attached to a hot stick (shown at right).

SnapSign Clamps

SnapSign Clamps are made from weather-resistant
nylon and use a stainless steel spring for secure attachment to cables or bundles from 0.6" (16mm) up
to 2.75" (70 mm). SnapSign Clamps can be installed
or removed from the ground without cutting power
using the SnapSign Clamp Installation Tool attached
to a hot stick (shown at right).

Ordering Information

The SnapSign Marking System is a custom, made-to-order
product. Allow 8–12 weeks in advance of installation. Contact
P&R Tech for a quotation.
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